Key Stage 4
Our philosophy is directed towards your
development as a mature, independent
young adult, well able to direct and
organise your own academic studies,
social life, and role in society. Our aim is
that you will thrive in whatever you
choose to do.
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Art
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Fine Art

GCSE

AQA

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The GCSE Art and Design course is designed to help students explore all
areas Fine Art. The delivery of the course will provide students with a wide
range of creative, exciting, and stimulating opportunities to explore their
interests in art and design in ways that are personally relevant and
developmental in nature. Students will present work through creatively visual,
tactile, analytical, and evaluative means.

COURSE CONTENT
Coursework Portfolio
The portfolio of work will be produced through undertaking two projects based on a range of inspiring themes
and concepts. Students will explore a wide range of artists for inspiration and learn how to use a variety of
artistic materials, techniques, and processes. They will learn to experiment independently and to evaluate
their work in order to develop their ideas towards a final piece.
EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT
For the final project, students are given an exam paper where they are provided with a range of starting points
to choose from. They will then have time in lessons to prepare and develop a response to their chosen theme
of study through drawing, research, and experiments. The main difference with the external assessment is
that students must produce their final piece independently in exam conditions, in a 10-hour exam at the end
of the project.

ASSESSMENT
60% weighting for the Portfolio of Work 40% weighting for the External Set Task

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
The GCSE in Fine Art will build students skills to allow direct progression on to the A Level Fine Art course.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
On completion of these awards, students can progress to a BTEC Foundation Degree programme. These
courses will also prepare students for employment in their chosen creative career.
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Business / Enterprise
COURSE TITLE

Business

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

GCSE

OCR

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
OCR’s GCSE (9–1) in Business is an up-to-date and engaging qualification that is relevant to the world of
business today. This qualification equips learners with the skills and confidence to explore how different
business situations affect business decisions. It is a well-rounded introduction to the subject. The
qualification will encourage learners to make informed choices about a wide range of further learning
opportunities and career pathways as well as develop life skills that enable them to become financially and
commercially aware.

COURSE CONTENT
Business 01: Business activity, marketing, and people
Students are introduced to business concepts and issues concerning the activities of a business. They
explore the purpose and role of a business from spotting an opportunity through to the growth of an
established business. They also look at the role of marketing and human resources.
Business 02: Operations, finance and influences on business
Students take a closer look at the role of operations and finance in business activity. Operations include
production processes, quality of goods and services, customer service, and working with suppliers. Finance
covers its role, its sources, costs, profit and loss, cash, and cash flow.
They also explore how business responds to external influences, such as ethical and environmental
considerations, the economic climate and globalisation, and the interdependent nature of business.

ASSESSMENT
This course is assessed by two externally examined papers, each worth 50% of the overall grade. The
external examinations consist of multiple-choice, short answer and extended answer questions. There is no
coursework for this qualification.
PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
BTEC National Business is available at 6th Form. It focusses on similar topics such as business planning
and the wider business environment, allowing students to build on their knowledge from level 2.
PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
Universities and employers consider the skills developed by students of business as highly desirable. The
subject leads to a variety of careers due to the skills and the breadth of topics that it covers. Students can
go on to a wide range of degree courses and can work in specialist areas such as accountancy, business
administration and the law. The skills students develop are equally as valid in direct employment after 6th
Form, in the retail sector or in many types of management positions.
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Business / Enterprise
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Enterprise and
Marketing

Cambridge
National
Certificate

OCR

Level 1 / 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This business qualification will enable students to develop the essential
knowledge and understanding of enterprise and marketing concepts; this
includes the activities that need to happen and the key factors to consider
when starting up a new business. Students will also learn how to design a
business proposal to meet a specific business challenge and finally develop
a brand identity. They will then pitch their proposal to an external audience.
COURSE CONTENT
R067: Enterprise and marketing concepts
Students will learn how market research gives an entrepreneur an insight into the wants and needs of their
customers, so that products and services can be developed to satisfy them. Learn how the marketing mix
elements must be carefully blended to enhance business performance and explore the decisions that an
entrepreneur needs to make. They will learn about the types of ownership for an enterprise and sources of
capital available.
R068: Design a business proposal
In this unit, students will learn how to develop market research tools and use these to complete market
research. They will use their research findings to decide who their customers will be, create a design mix
and produce product design ideas. They will complete financial calculations to determine whether the
proposal is likely to make a profit.

R069: Market and pitch a business proposal
In this unit, students will learn how to design a brand which will make their product stand out in the market,
before creating a promotional campaign to get the brand noticed by customers. They will then need to
create a presentation to pitch to an audience. After delivering their professional pitch to an audience, they
will reflect on their pitching skills, brand, promotional campaign, and the likely success of the product

ASSESSMENT
R067: Enterprise and marketing concepts – written examination, worth 40% of the total grade
R068: Design a business proposal – coursework task, worth 30% of the total grade
R069: Market and pitch a business proposal – coursework task, worth 30% of the total grade
PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
BTEC National Business is available at 6th Form. It focusses on similar topics such as business planning
and the wider business environment, allowing students to build on their knowledge from level 2.
PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
Universities and employers consider the skills developed by students of business as highly desirable. The
subject leads to a variety of careers due to the skills and the breadth of topics that it covers. Students can
go on to a wide range of degree courses and can work in specialist areas such as accountancy, business
administration and the law. The skills students develop are equally as valid in direct employment after 6th
Form, in the retail sector or in many types of management positions.
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Drama RSL Option
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Creative &
Performing Arts

Vocational

RSL

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Creative and Performing Arts Course encourages students to explore their
creativity through a range of theatre styles and methods. Pupils will be given the opportunity to work with
their peers to develop their performance skills and understanding of the Performing Arts Industry.

COURSE CONTENT
The course is divided up into two units, one external unit and one internal unit and both give pupils the chance
to experience the development and production of live theatre.
This course gives students the opportunity to develop the ability to:
•
•

Work within a group to develop good problem solving and presentation skills
Find their confidence in sharing their ideas and performing in front of their peers

All these skills are transferrable to any career choice the student would like to pursue.

ASSESSMENT
Unit 1: Performing Text (Internal Unit)
Students must demonstrate their performance skills in performing text from a contemporary play and
classical play.
Students will produce written work explaining the context of both texts and written work evaluating their
performances.
Unit 2– Live Performance (External Unit)
Students will work collaboratively in a group to select, rehearse, and perform a showcase of performance
work. They will produce a production plan which will outline their aims, their rehearsal schedule and final
performance. They will evaluate their live performance guided by feedback that they have received from the
performance.
This unit is set in the second year of the course between January and March. The work for this unit must be
completed in this window to ensure success on the course.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
This course will enable the students to make a smooth transition on to the Creative and Performing Arts
course offered in sixth form as the pupils will be equipped with the skills, terminology, and knowledge to apply
themselves to level 3 work.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
Students will be desirable in any career choice as employers welcome the skills embedded within
performance within their employees. More specific career choices within the performing arts could be stage
management, performance, drama teacher, makeup artist, sound technician etc.
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Drama Eduqas (Performing Arts) Option
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Award in
Performing Arts
(Technical
Award)

Vocational

WJEC

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This qualification is for learners interested in taking a hands-on course that will
offer them an insight into what it is like to work in the performing arts sector.
This course enables learners to develop the foundational skills that are integral to a wide range of roles (from
performing to designing and directing) across the creative industries, including film and television, theatre,
games, and advertising. Learners will receive a general introduction to the sector, crammed with
opportunities to learn and try out new skills, techniques, and styles, allowing them to make an informed
decision about their future learning and career.

COURSE CONTENT
•

Component 1: Performing
Students will create a 6-minute-long performance from an existing play.

•

Component 2: Creating
Students will create an original piece of Drama that lasts between 3 and 10 minutes.

•

Component 3 Performing Arts in Practice:
Students manage a project which is provided by the exam board, which involves the promotion and
planning of an event.

ASSESSMENT
•
•

Components 1 and 2 are marked by the tutor and moderated by the exam board.
Component 3 is marked by the exam board.

There is no written exam at the end of the course.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
This course will enable the students to make a smooth transition on to the Creative and
Performing Arts course offered in sixth form as the pupils will be equipped with the skills, terminology, and
knowledge to apply themselves to level 3 work

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
Students will be desirable in any career choice as employers welcome the skills embedded within
performance within their employees. More specific career choices within the performing arts could be
stage management, performance, drama teacher, makeup artist, sound technician etc.
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English Language
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

English
Language

GCSE

AQA

Level 1 / 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The English Language course covers a wide range of reading and creative writing,
as well as developing speaking and listening skills. Creative and independent
writing skills are developed, allowing students to adapt their style in the most
appropriate way. Spelling, punctuation, and grammar are practised to ensure
accuracy when writing. Speaking and listening skills are developed to enable
students to speak confidently in a range of contexts.

COURSE CONTENT
•
•
•
•
•

A Study and analysis of literary fiction, non-fiction, and media texts, such as: websites;
advertisements; leaflets; posters; autobiographies; and newspapers.
A study and analysis of texts from the 19th, 20th and 21st century.
Evaluating a range of texts from different genres and time periods critically.
Descriptive or narrative writing using a text, video, or image as a stimulus.
Speaking and Listening skills will include demonstrating formal presentation skills, using standard
English effectively and responding to questions/feedback.

ASSESSMENT
Two written exams totalling 100% of GCSE course (non-examination assessment: Spoken Language)
Paper 1 Creative Writing & Reading
Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes 80 marks 50% of GCSE
•
•

Section A, reading a literature fiction text in order to consider how established writers use narrative
and descriptive techniques to capture the interest of readers.
Section B, writing their own creative text, inspired by the topic that they have responded to in section
A to demonstrate their narrative and descriptive skills in response to a written prompt, scenario, or
visual image.

Paper 2: Writers’ Viewpoints & Perspectives: Written exam: 1 hr 45 mins 80 marks 50% of GCSE
•
•

Section A, reading two linked sources from different time periods and genres in order to consider how
each presents a perspective or viewpoint to influence the reader.
Section B, producing a written text to a specified audience, purpose, and form in which they give their
own perspective on the theme that has been introduced to them in section A.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
GCSE English Language at grade 5 or above is generally required for entry onto Level 3 courses. GCSE
English Language provides skills to enable progression to A’ Level English Literature and A’ Level Media
Studies.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
GCSE English Language at Level 4 or above is required for entry to university and for most employment
offers.
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English Literature
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

English
Literature

GCSE

AQA

Level 1 / 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The English Literature course covers a wide range of reading including: A
Shakespeare Text; a 19th Century novel; a modern play; a selection of poems
from an Anthology and unseen poetry study. Analytical and independent
writing skills are developed, allowing students to express their understanding
and analysis of the writers’ craft. Spelling, punctuation, and grammar are practised to ensure accuracy when
writing.

COURSE CONTENT
The study and analysis of novels, plays and poems from different genres and time periods, including the
study of at least one Shakespeare play and one 19th century novel. The course is linked to the GCSE English
Language qualification.

ASSESSMENT
Examinations:
•
•

Paper 1: Shakespeare and the 19th century novel. 1 hour 45 minutes, 64 marks: 40% of GCSE
Paper 2: Modern texts and poetry. 2 hours 15 minutes, 96 marks: 60% of GCSE

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
GCSE English Literature provides skills to enable progression to A’ Level English Literature.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
GCSE English Literature at level 4 or above supports entry to university.
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Design and Technology
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Design &
Technology

GCSE

AQA

Level 2

COURSE CONTENT
Our GCSE allows students to study core technical, designing, and making
principles, including a broad range of design processes, materials techniques,
and equipment. They will also have the opportunity to study specialist
technical principles in greater depth.
GCSE Design and Technology will prepare students to participate confidently
and successfully in an increasing technological world. Student will gain
awareness and learn from wide influences on Design and Technology
including historical, social, cultural, environmental, and economic factors.
Students will get the opportunity to work creatively when designing and
making an applying technical and practical expertise.

ASSESSMENT
50% = 2 hour written exam (110 marks)
Questions:
•
•
•

Section A - Core technical principles (20 marks) A mixture of multiple choice and short answer
questions assessing a breadth of technical knowledge and understanding.
Section B - Specialist technical principles (30 marks) Several short answer questions (2-5 marks)
and one extended response to assess a more in-depth knowledge of technical principles.
Section C - Designing and making principles (50 marks) A mixture of short answer and extended
response questions.

50% = NEA Substantial design and make task:
Assessment criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying and investigating design possibilities
Producing a design brief and specification
Generating design ideas
Developing design ideas
Realising design ideas
Analysing and evaluating

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
This course will equip students with the skills they need for taking the A Level Design course in Sixth Form.
It would also be useful for anyone considering studying A Level Art as there is a crossover of skills.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
This would be a useful course for any student considering going on to higher education in preparation for a
career in design, engineering, construction and many others.
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Engineering
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWAITING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Technical
Award in
Engineering

BTEC

Pearsons Edexcel

Level 1 / 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The UK is regarded as a world leader in engineering, which covers a wide range
of exciting and rapidly developing areas such as renewable energy, space, low
carbon, aerospace, automotive, agri-good and bioscience.
People with
engineering skills are always in demand. Between 2010 and 2020, engineering
companies are projected to have 2.74 million job openings.

COURSE CONTENT
This course is a practical introduction to life and work in engineering. Students will delve deeper into
how the engineering sector works, develop core engineering skills and an understanding of design
processes as well as put what they’ve learnt into practice by designing and making an engineered
product.
ASSESSMENT
•
•
•

Exploring Engineering Sectors and Design Applications - Internally assessed 30%
Investigating an Engineering Project Internally assessed 30%
Responding to an Engineering Brief Synoptic External Exam 40%

Students will be awarded a Pass, Merit, Distinction or Distinction* as their unit and final grades. These are
equivalent to a Pass = Grade 4, Merit = Grade 5, Distinction = Grade 6 and Distinction* = Grade 7 and above.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
The BTEC in Engineering will build students skills to allow direct progression on to further
engineering, construction, and other practical Level 3 courses.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
This course will equip students with the skills they need for taking the A Level 3D Design course in Sixth
Form. The BTEC in Engineering will build students skills to allow direct progression on to further engineering,
construction, and other practical Level
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Film Studies
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC
GCSE

Film Studies

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

WJEC/EDUQAS

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
We study a diverse range of film, including American Independent film,
British film, and foreign language film. The course looks at the significance
of film and film practice in national, global, and historical contexts. We
investigate film and its key contexts (including social and contexts). The
course aims to analyse and evaluate how films generate meanings and
responses through form as an aesthetic medium and how we as
spectators respond to film.
COURSE CONTENT
6 films to be studied across two years. All films will be studied in relation to the key elements of film,
contexts and audience responses. Most films also have a specialist area of study to focus on.
ASSESSMENT
Component 1: Key Developments in US film
Written examination: 1½ hours
35% of qualification
Component 2: Global Film: Narrative, Representation and Film Style
Written examination: 1½ hours
35% of qualification
Component 3: Production
Non-exam assessment
30% of qualification
PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
Film is one of the main cultural innovations of the 20th century. Those who study it characteristically
bring with them a high degree of enthusiasm and excitement for what is a powerful and culturally
significant medium, inspiring a range of career opportunities in creative, technical and directorial
positions. Many students continue to university, to pursue education in Media and Film.
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Food and Nutrition
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Food
preparation &
Nutrition

GCSE

Eduqas

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Food Preparation and Nutrition course equips learners with the
knowledge, understanding and skills required to cook, and to apply the
principles of food science, nutrition, and healthy eating.

COURSE CONTENT
•

•

•

Component 1:
Written Exam 50%.
The written exam covers all the theory content covered across two-year course.
Component 2:
NEA 1 (15% of total qualification)
These are science experiments looking at the performance of ingredients within a food product. A
new title is released each year for this section.
Component 3:
NEA 2 (3 hours)
The exam board will provide a task for students and this title will change each year. For e.g., create
three dishes suitable for a celebration event.

ASSESSMENT
•
•

Written exam 50% (Externally marked)
NEA 1 & NEA 2 (50% - internally marked, externally moderated)

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
The GCSE in Food Preparation & Nutrition will build students skills to allow direct progression on to the Level
3 Food Science & Nutrition course.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
This course is excellent in combination with sciences and can lead to university study and careers in catering,
nutrition, food development etc. You also develop a range of practical skills, so you are able to cook for
yourselves and others.
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French
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

French

GCSE

AQA

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Through studying a GCSE in a modern foreign language, students should develop their
ability and ambition to communicate with native speakers in speech and writing. The
study of a modern foreign language at GCSE should also broaden students’ horizons
and encourage them to step beyond familiar cultural boundaries and develop new ways
of seeing the world.
COURSE CONTENT
•
•
•

Theme 1: Identity and culture
Theme 2: Local, national, international, and global areas of interest.
Theme 3: Current and future study and employment.

This course gives students the opportunity to develop their ability to:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

to communicate confidently and coherently with native speakers in speech and writing, conveying
what they want to say with increasing accuracy.
express and develop thoughts and ideas spontaneously and fluently
listen to and understand clearly articulated, standard speech at near normal speed
deepen their knowledge about how language works and enrich their vocabulary in order for them to
increase their independent use and understanding of extended language in a wide range of contexts
acquire new knowledge, skills, and ways of thinking through the ability to understand and respond to
a rich range of authentic spoken and written material, adapted and abridged, as appropriate, including
literary texts
develop awareness and understanding of the culture and identity of the countries and communities
where the language is spoken
be encouraged to make appropriate links to other areas of the curriculum to enable bilingual and
deeper learning, where the language may become a medium for constructing and applying knowledge
develop language learning skills both for immediate use and to prepare them for further language
study and use in school, higher education or in employment
develop language strategies, including repair strategies.

ASSESSMENT
•
•
•
•

Paper 1: Listening: Written exam: 35 minutes (Foundation Tier), 45 minutes (High Tier)
Paper 2: Speaking: Non-exam assessment, 7-9 minutes (Foundation Tier) + preparation time, 1012 minutes (High Tier) + preparation time.
Paper 3: Reading: Written exam: 45 minutes (Foundation Tier), 1 hour (Higher Tier)
Paper 4: Writing: Written exam: 1 hour (Foundation Tier), 1 hour 15 minutes (Higher Tier)

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
Grade 7-9 needed to access an A level language course.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
An A level in a language allows you to move on to a degree course which may incorporate a language as a
joint degree or as a module. Speaking a second language is a sound skill to acquire for the job market in
general and may well give you the competitive edge at an interview.
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Geography
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Geography

GCSE

AQA

Level

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students will study a variety of contemporary geographical topics,
encompassing both human and physical geography. The first unit is entitled
living with the physical environment and covers the study of tectonic and
weather hazards alongside a focus upon coastal environments and river
systems within the UK. Students will also be required to identify the
characteristics and adaptation of rainforest and desert ecosystems.
The second unit is living with the challenges of the urban environment, where
students will discuss issues such as population growth and how we can make
this sustainable alongside globalisation and varying levels of development
around the world. The final section considers resource scarcity, with a focus
upon food.

COURSE CONTENT
Living with the Physical
Environment
The Challenge of Natural
Hazards
• Tectonic Hazards
• Weather Hazards
Physical Landscapes in the UK
• River Landscapes
• Coastal Landscapes
The Living World
•
•
•

Living with the Human
Environment
•
•
•
•
•

Urban Issues and
Challenges
The Changing Economic
World
The Challenge of
Resource Management
Resource Management
Food Management

Geographical Applications
•
•
•

Issue Evaluation
Fieldwork
Geographical Skills

Ecosystems
Tropical Rainforests
Hot Deserts

This course gives students the opportunity to develop the ability to: Develop transferable skills that
are desired by leading universities and employers. Geographers are considered some of the most
employable candidates due the skills that they develop through the course. Geography encourages students
to become analytical, investigative, and curious about the world in which we live. Students study
contemporary topics that are crucial to understanding issues in the world today, which is becoming
increasingly important within today’s society.

ASSESSMENT
• Living with the Physical Environment: Written Exam: 1 hour 30 minutes - 35% of GCSE
• Challenges of the Urban Environment: Written Exam: 1 hour 30 minutes - 35% of GCSE
• Geographical Applications: Written Exam: 1 hour 15 minutes - 30% of GCSE
Pre-release resources made available from 19th March in the year of the exam.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
A Level Geography is available at 6th form. It
focuses on some similar topics such as plate
tectonics and urban challenges, allowing students
to build on their knowledge from GCSE. This is

supported by new topics such as weather and
climate and the geographies of health.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM

Geographers are considered as desirable by
universities and employers. The subject leads to a
variety of careers due to the skills it develops,
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Hair and Beauty
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Level 1/2
Technical
Award in the
Study of Hair &
Beauty

Vocational

VTCT

Level 1/2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The VTCT Level 1/2 Technical Award is an introduction to the hair and beauty
sector. The qualification has been specifically designed to develop a broad
understanding of the hairdressing and beauty therapy sector and related
industries, including retail, leisure, manufacturing and other personal care
services. The course also allows opportunities for the students to follow hair
OR beauty pathways within different units.
Throughout the delivery of the qualification, learners will develop the following skills and knowledge.
•
•
•

A broad and comprehensive understanding of the hair and beauty sector
A significant knowledge core which spans the vocational sector and related industries
Academic and study skills that will support progression within the hair and beauty sector and more
broadly

COURSE CONTENT
Learners will explore design skills and techniques used within the hair and beauty sector to develop their
skills in planning, carrying out research and presenting design brief ideas. They will also explore the business
aspect of the hair and beauty sector and have the opportunity to investigate the principles of marketing and
how entrepreneurship supports the hair and beauty sector, including how to select and design promotional
activities and materials.
Students will learn about the industry through the following hair and beauty units:
•

•

•

UCO90 – Business and entrepreneurship in the hair and beauty sector This unit will enable learners to develop knowledge and understanding of business principles, types
of businesses, marketing and entrepreneurship and different business opportunities within the hair
and beauty sector.
UCO91 – Anatomy, physiology, and cosmetic scienceThis unit will enable learners to develop knowledge and understanding of cosmetic chemistry, the
role of the integumentary system and the development of hair and beauty products.
UCO92 – Design in the hair and beauty sector This unit will enable learners to develop knowledge and understanding of the purpose, principles,
and development of design briefs for the hair and beauty sector, including how to present and
communicate design brief ideas and concepts to a range of audiences and develop analytical,
reflective and evaluative skills.

As part of these units, there will be opportunities to learn some practical hair and beauty skills relevant to the
industry (the students are not assessed on their practical skills).
Cotinued…
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ASSESSMENT
The qualification is made up of 40% external assessment in an exam format. The other 60% of the
qualification is non-exam assessment in coursework/task format. The three units are assessed in
the following ways.
•

UCO90 – Business and entrepreneurship in the hair and beauty sector – This unit is
assessed through part external exam and part internal non-exam assessment.

•

UCO91 – Anatomy, physiology, and cosmetic science- This unit is assessed through
part external exam and part internal non-exam assessment.

•

UCO92 – Design in the hair and beauty sector – This unit is assessed through internal
non-exam assessment only.

All students must achieve a minimum of a Level 1 Pass grade or higher in both exam assessments and
internal non-exam assessments assessment components to achieve the qualification.

PROGRESSION
Various further education courses as well as vocational courses leading into careers in the hair and beauty
industry such as hairdressing, barbering, beauty therapy, spa therapy, fashion, nail technician, makeup artist
and many more.
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Health and Social Care
COURSE TITLE
Tech Award in

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

BTEC

Pearson

Level 1 / 2

Health & Social
Care

COURSE DESCRIPTION
BTEC Tech Award Level 1/ 2 in Health & Social Care enables students to develop their knowledge and
understanding in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the life stages and key characteristics in the physical, intellectual, emotional and social (PIES)
development classifications and the different factors that can affect an individual’s growth and
development
different life events and how individuals can adapt or be supported through changes caused by life
events
health and social care conditions, how they can be managed by the individual and the different health
and social care services that are available
the barriers and obstacles an individual may encounter and how these can be overcome
the skills, attributes and values required to give care and how these benefit the individual
how factors can affect an individual’s current health and wellbeing
how physiological indicators and an individual’s lifestyle choices determine physical health
the use of the person-centred approach
recommendations and actions to improving health and wellbeing and the barriers or obstacles
individuals may face when following recommendations and the support available to overcome

COURSE CONTENT
Learners are required to complete and achieve all three components in the qualification. The
components are interrelated.
The components studied are:
•

Component 1: Human Lifespan development – Coursework unit
Learners will explore different aspects of growth and development and the factors that can affect this
across the life stages. They will explore the different events that can impact on individuals’ physical,
intellectual, emotional, and social (PIES) development and how individuals cope with and are
supported through changes caused by life events.

•

Component 2: Health and Social Care Services and Values – Coursework unit
Learners will explore health and social care services and how they meet the needs of service users.
They will also study the skills, attributes and values required when giving care.

Continued…
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•

Component 3: Health and wellbeing - External Synoptic Exam
Learners will explore the factors that affect health and wellbeing, learning about physiological and
lifestyle indicators, and person-centred approaches to make recommendations to improve an
individual’s health and wellbeing.

ASSESSMENT
•

•

•

Component 1: Human Lifespan development contributes 30% of the qualification - internal
assessments that are coursework-based, 4 tasks that make up 6 hours of controlled assessment in
total.
Component 2: Health and Social Care Services and Values contributes 30% of the qualification internal assessments that are coursework-based, 5 tasks that make up 6 hours of controlled
assessment in total.
Component 3: Health and wellbeing contributes 60% of the qualification - this is a 2 hour externally
assessed synoptic exam.

All students must achieve a minimum of a Level 1 Pass grade or higher in all three assessment components
to achieve the qualification.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
BTEC Health and Social Care Level 3

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
Various degree and further education courses as well as vocational courses leading into careers such as
occupational therapy, care worker, physiotherapist, mental health worker, adult and children’s nursing, social
worker, youth worker, midwife, health visitor, nursery assistant and many more.
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History
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

History

GCSE

Edexcel

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The History GCSE course provides great variety in the topics that students
cover and builds on some of the content that makes up the Year 9 curriculum.
Students will learn a lot about British and European history that will help them
to understand the modern world. They will also learn how to argue their case
effectively, use evidence and question the views of others.

COURSE CONTENT
There are a broad range of fascinating topics from very different historical periods that will appeal to all
students. The history of medicine from the Black Death to the present day is the focus of one unit, alongside
a detailed study of the trenches of World War I and the impact they had on medicine and health.
Another period to be covered in detail is that of Elizabethan England, at a time described as the ‘golden age’.
Germany, in particular the role of Hitler and the Nazis, forms the basis of another unit, and the final
topic covers settlement of the American West and conflict with native American Indians.

This course gives students the opportunity to develop their ability to:
Develop their own arguments and ideas, based on evidence. The ability to take a critical view of information
and assess where it is from and why it has been published is also a key element to the course. Students’
communication skills are also developed in history, from completing exam answers and essays to
presentations and discussions.

ASSESSMENT
There are three exam papers, one lasting 75 minutes, one lasting 80 minutes, and the third lasts for one hour
and forty-five minutes. The exam questions are a combination of short answer factual responses and longer
essays. In addition, some exam questions also require students to respond to documents such as posters,
photographs, and speeches.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
A Level History is a popular and successful course in the Sixth Form. Students achieving grade 5 or higher
in GCSE History and English would be considered for further study.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
History develops an array of transferable skills and knowledge that are highly sought after and desirable on
applications to both university and for employment after 6th form. Studying History can lead to some exciting
career options due to skills gained in research, analysing evidence, and constructing arguments. These skills
are highly desirable for future careers in law, journalism, and business, amongst others.
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IT
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

ICT technical
award

Vocational

AWARDING BODY
EDUQAS

COURSE LEVEL

Level 1 /2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This ICT qualification will develop students’ knowledge and understanding of
the ICT sector and provide them with opportunities to develop associated
practical skills. It covers ICT in Society; allowing learners to explore the wide range of uses of hardware,
application and specialist software, and ICT in context; introducing learners to a broad working knowledge of
databases, spreadsheets, automated documents, and images.

Unit 1: ICT in Society
Explore the wide range of uses of hardware, application, and specialist software in society
Investigate how information technology is used in a range of contexts, including business and
organisations, education, and homes
Unit 2: ICT in Context
Gain a working knowledge of databases, spreadsheets, automated documents, and images Learn to apply
your knowledge and understanding to solve problems in vocational settings

ASSESSMENT
Unit 1 will be assessed through an exam which is worth 40% of your qualification. The exam will last 1 hour
and 20 minutes, it will be made up of short and extended response questions.
Unit 2 will be assessed with project work (no exam) which is worth 60% of your qualification. As part of this
assessment, you will be given a scenario and will need to undertake a number of tasks

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
BTEC level 3 IT is available at 6th Form, allowing students to build on their knowledge from level 2.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
This course provides students with transferable skills required by universities and employers such as
communication, problem solving, time management, research, and analytical skills. The ICT industry offers
a wide range of exciting opportunities which include IT analyst, digital content producer and web
design, amongst others
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IT (Creative Imedia)
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Creative iMedia

Cambridge
National
Certificate

OCR

Level 1 /2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Creative iMedia at is all about preparing students with the IT knowledge and skills to pursue a further course
or job in the creative sector. Students will start at pre-production and develop their skills through practical
assignments as they create final multimedia products. Through the use of these skills, learning will ultimately
be creating for purpose creative media products.

COURSE CONTENT
R093: Creative iMedia in the media industry
Students will learn about the sectors, products and job roles that form the media industry. They will learn
the legal and ethical issues considered and the processes used to plan and create digital media products.
They will learn how media codes are used within the creation of media products to convey meaning, create
impact, and engage audiences.
R094: Visual identity and digital graphics
In this unit, students will learn how to develop visual identities for clients. They will also learn to apply the
concepts of graphic design to create original digital graphics which incorporate their visual identity to
engage a target audience.
A further unit is also studied, from the following:
• R095: Characters and comics
• R096: Animation with audio
• R097: Interactive digital media
• R098: Visual imaging
• R099: Digital games

ASSESSMENT
•
•
•

R093: Creative iMedia in the media industry – coursework task, worth 40% of the total grade
R094: Visual identity and digital graphics – coursework task, worth 25% of the total grade
Optional unit – coursework task, worth 35% of the total grade

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
BTEC Level 3 IT is available at 6th Form, allowing students to build on their knowledge from level 2.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
Cambridge Nationals in Creative iMedia also provides a strong foundation to progress onto other courses,
which will then enable you to proceed into careers such as: ▪ Games Design ▪ Website Development ▪ Front
End Development ▪ Photographer ▪ Animator ▪ Set Designer ▪ Graphic Designer
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Mathematics
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Mathematics

GCSE

Edexcel

Level 1 /2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This qualification in Mathematics encourages students to develop confidence
in, and a positive attitude towards, mathematics and to recognise the
importance of mathematics in their own lives and to society. This qualification
prepares students to make informed decisions about the use of technology,
the management of money, further learning opportunities and career choices.

Course Content
There are 6 areas in mathematics that will be covered:
1. Number; 2. Algebra; 3. Ratio, proportion and rates of change; 4. Geometry and measures.
5. Probability; 6. Statistics
In this specification there will be an element of functional skills content this allows pupils to have a deeper
understanding of mathematics. Key Stage 3 knowledge will be assumed.
This course gives students the opportunity to develop the ability to:
•
•

acquire and use problem-solving strategies
select and apply mathematical techniques and methods in mathematical, every day and real-world
situations
reason mathematically, make deductions and inference and draw conclusions
interpret and communicate mathematical information in a variety of forms appropriate to the information
and context.

•
•

ASSESSMENT
Three written papers: each contributes equally to the final grade regardless of the fact that one paper is
non-calculator and the other two a calculator can be used There are 3 assessment objectives that will be
assessed in all papers:
•
•
•

AO1: Use and apply standard techniques (50% Foundations, 40% Higher)
AO2: Reason, interpret and communicate mathematically (25% Foundation, 30% Higher)
AO3: Solve problems within mathematics and another context (25% Foundation, 30% Higher)

With more emphasis on problem-solving, communication, proof, and interpretations.
There will be a new grading scale is as the follows:
•
•

Foundation Tier graded scale will be from 1 - 5
Higher Tier graded scale will be from 4-9.

Each paper is 1 hour 30 minutes 80 marks on each paper

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
The GCSE course in mathematics will enable you to develop your skills in the numerate world and use them
in a variety of careers as mathematics is an essential GCSE qualification.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
If you take this at AS/A Level this qualification will open the doors to further careers, and you will have more
opportunities at university. Mathematics is one of the most well regarded A Level course that you can study!
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Music RSL Option
COURSE TITLE
Certificate in
Performance for
Music
Practitioners

GCSE / BTEC

Vocational

AWARDING BODY
RSL

COURSE LEVEL

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Through this course students will gain an understanding of a range of skills
within the modern music industry centred around performance. This does not
mean the pupil will only perform, but they will plan and evaluate performances,
practically show improvement in their instrument and research two contrasting
contemporary musical styles of their choice. This course aims to give the students a broad set of skills for
music performance and offer an enriching curriculum and extra-curricular opportunities.

COURSE CONTENT
The course is divided into three units:
•
•
•

Music Knowledge Development
Live Music Performance
Composing Music

Students will explore the evolution of a range of contemporary musical styles and look at how they have
developed over time. Students will also consider the styles in a more detailed way through musical analysis.
The Composition Unit allows the students to explore their creativity through composing a song or instrumental
piece.
There is an externally assessed performance as part of the course. This unit assesses the student’s ability
to plan for, undertake and evaluate an 7-10 minute performance. The scenarios vary and are set by the exam
board but examples of these include auditioning for a music label, taking part in a charity event, performing
at a school open evening, performing in a festival etc.
The course will also develop students’ overall confidence as they will get used to performing and showcasing
their talents.

ASSESSMENT
Assessment for the Musical Knowledge and Composing Units are completed internally by the tutor and the
Live Music Performance Unit is assessed externally by the exam board.
There is no written exam as this course is coursework and performance based.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
Studying RSL Level 2 is the perfect option to allow students to progress to RSL Level 3.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM

REQUIRESMENTS

After studying Level 3 in Music, students will be
able to progress to study Music at any university or
conservatoire or make their own career in music.

There are no set requirements for students who
choose RSL Level 2 Music, however the student
must have a passion for Music and be an able
performer.
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Music BTEC Option
COURSE TITLE
BTEC Award in
Music Practice

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Vocational

Pearson Edexcel

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This qualification is for learners interested in taking a hands-on course that
will offer them as an insight into what it is like to work in the music sector –
a vibrant, exciting, and competitive industry that offers many different and
exciting new work opportunities, whether in composing, performing, or
producing music. This course allows learners to explore the sector, and to
learn and try out new skills, techniques, and styles, allowing them to make
an informed decision about their future learning and career.

COURSE CONTENT
The course is divided into three components:
•
•

•

Component 1: Exploring Music Products and Styles. Learners will explore the techniques used in the
creation of different musical products and investigate the key features of different musical styles.
Component 2: Music Skills Development. Learners will have the opportunity to develop two musical
disciplines through engagement in practical tasks, while documenting their progress and planning for
further improvement.
Component 3: Responding to a Music Brief. Learners will be given the opportunity to develop and
present music in response to a given music brief.

ASSESSMENT
•
•

Component 1 Exploring Music Products and Styles and Component 2: Music Skills Development are
marked internally by the tutor.
Component 3: Responding to a Music Brief is produced in school and then marked by the exam board.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
Studying BTEC Music at Level 2 is the perfect option to allow students to progress to a level 3 BTEC or RSL
Qualification.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
After studying a Level 3 qualification in Music, students will be able to progress to study Music at any
university or conservatoire or make their own career in music
REQUIRESMENTS
There are no set requirements for students who choose Music as an option in Year 10, however the student
must have a passion for music and be an able performer.
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Photography
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Photography

GCSE

AQA

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students will study a wide range of digital photography and photo editing
techniques throughout this course. They will learn to think creatively, work
independently and in groups, to analyse and evaluate, and how to use
cameras and Photoshop with confidence.

COURSE CONTENT
Students will explore a range of subjects and will learn how to take effective photographs and how to edit
them professionally. They will develop ideas inspired by photographers, experiment with different techniques
and bring ideas together in exciting outcomes.
GCSE Photography will suit student with good IT skills and a keen interest in photography as there will be a
lot of homework where students are required to undertake independent photoshoots outside of school.
Students must have access to a camera at home in order to do this course.
ASSESSMENT
There will be two coursework projects which make up 60% of the Photography course. For both projects
students are marked on their research and analysis of photographers, ability to experiment with different
photography and editing techniques, the creativity of their ideas, ability to evaluate their work and the quality
and creativity of their final outcome. All this work will be presented as a digital portfolio.
The final 40% of the marks come from an externally set assignment, where students will be given a range of
starting points to choose from, and then carry out the same process as the coursework, except that the project
they develop in lessons is in preparation for a 10-hour exam where they will have to produce a final piece
independently in exam conditions.
PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
This course will equip students with the skills they need for taking the A Level Photography course in 6th
Form. It would also be useful for anyone considering studying A Level Art or Media as there is a crossover
of skills.
PROGRESSSION AFTER 6TH FORM
This would be useful course for any student considering going on to higher education in preparation for a
career in photography, journalism, media, marketing, and anything within the creative arts.
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Physical Education / Sport
COURSE TITLE
Tech Award in

GCSE / BTEC

BTEC

AWARDING BODY
Pearson

COURSE LEVEL

Level 1 / 2

Sport
COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Pearson BTEC Level 1/Level 2 Tech Award in Sport has been designed to provide an engaging and stimulating
introduction to the world of sport. It provides a good introduction to Sport for learners in post-16 education (Level 3) and
brings together learning at levels 1 and 2 to ensure that every learner taking the qualification completes it with
understanding and skill on which to build at a later date. The course consists of learning opportunities across a range
of different subtopics, such as performance, coaching, fitness, and the body functions during exercise. The course
requires learners to be able to write academically to a good standard.
COURSE CONTENT
Component 1 – Preparing Participants to Take Part in Sport and Physical Activity (Coursework)
Year 10 - 30% of overall grade
Learners will explore the different types and provision of sport and physical activity available for different types of
participants, barriers to participation and ways to overcome these barriers to increase participation in sport and physical
activity. They will also research equipment and technological advances in a chosen sport or physical activity and how
to prepare our bodies for participation in sport and physical activity.
Component 2 – Taking Part and Improving Other Participants Sporting Performance (Coursework)
Year 10 - 30% of overall grade
Learners will investigate the components of fitness and their effect on performance, take part in practical sport, explore
the role of officials in sport and learn to apply methods and sporting drills to improve other participants’ sporting
performance.
Component 3 – Developing Fitness to Improve Other Participants Performance in Sport and Physical Activity
(Exam)
Year 11 - 40% of overall grade
Learners will be introduced to and develop an understanding of the importance of fitness and the different types of
fitness for performance in sport and physical activity. They will also develop an understanding of the body and fitness
testing.

ASSESSMENT
Component 3 - Is an externally assessed exam, on a computer using an onscreen test. The test lasts for one hour and
15 minutes and has 60 marks. Pearson sets and marks the test.
Component 1 and 2 – These components are assessed internally by the school through coursework assignments
across the first year of teaching in Year 10, and externally verified by Pearson. One of the components contain small
practical assessments, however all other grading criteria is awarded through written work.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
BTEC Sport Level 3
PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
The course develops the transferable skills and key skills that employers are looking for and can lead to a wide variety
of employment opportunities. This can include further training in such areas as recreational management, leisure
activities, coaching, teaching, officiating, the fitness industry, the armed forces, and the Civil Service.
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Religious Studies
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

Religious
Studies

GCSE

AQA

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The GCSE Religious Studies is designed to help students explore ideas of
religious teachings, beliefs, and practices from two denominations as well
as a study of religious, philosophical, and ethical studies themes. The
delivery of this course will provide students with a wide understanding of
different cultures and beliefs to their own. This will in turn benefit students
in broadening their tolerances of the rich and diverse world we live in today
as well as improving their cultural capital.
The course includes a range of creative, stimulating, and thought-provoking opportunities, focusing on
interesting debates into topics such as family, crime and punishment, human rights, and social justice. The
study of this course would serve to enhance students looking for future career paths within the public sector
as well as improving students’ overall debating skills.
COURSE CONTENT
During the course, students will learn about: beliefs, teachings and practices, philosophical and thematic
studies from either:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buddhism
Christianity
Catholic Christianity
Hinduism
Islam
Judaism
Sikhism.

•
•
•
•

Textual studies themes:

Religious, philosophical, and ethical studies
themes:
•
•

Theme C: The existence of God and
revelation.
Theme D: Religion, peace, and conflict.
Theme E: Religion, crime, and punishment.
Theme F: Religion, human rights, and
social justice.

•
•

Theme A: Relationships and families.
Theme B: Religion and life.

Theme G: St Mark's Gospel – the life of
Jesus.
Theme H: St Mark's Gospel as a source of
religious, moral, and spiritual truths.

EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT
Students are assessed at the end of their course by two 1 hour 45 min written exam papers, both equally
weighted as 50% of the final grade. Both are out of 96 marks, plus 6 marks for spelling, punctuation, and
grammar (SPaG)
.
PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
The GCSE Religious Studies course will build students’ skills to allow progression to a range of A Level
courses which require justification, debating and analysis skills.
PROGRESSSION AFTER 6TH FORM
This would be useful course for any student considering going on to higher education in preparation for a
career in photography, journalism, media, marketing, and anything within the creative arts
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Combined Science
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Double Science
(Trilogy)

GCSE (x2)

AQA

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students study topics that enable them to find out more about how they fit into
the world. How we live and breathe as a result of essential and highly
successful chemical reactions. Everything we use, everything we eat,
everything we need to survive belongs to science. Whether they are naturally
occurring or man-made, all substances have their origin in the Earth and its
atmosphere.

COURSE CONTENT
Biology
• Cell biology
• Organisation
• Infection and response
• Bioenergetics
• Homeostatic and response
• Inheritance, variation and
evolution
• Ecology

Chemistry
• Atomic structure and the
periodic table
• Bonding, structure, and the
properties of matter
• Quantitative chemistry
• Chemical changes
• Energy changes
• The rate and extent of
chemical change
• Organic chemistry
• Chemical analysis
• Chemistry of the atmosphere
• Using resources

Physics
• Energy
• Electricity
• Particle model of matter
• Atomic structure
• Forces
• Waves
• Magnetism and
electromagnetism

ASSESSMENT
There are six papers: two biology, two chemistry and two physics. Each of the papers will be assessed
knowledge and understanding from distinct topic areas.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
Studying GCSE Science allows students to continue their scientific interests, either by making a good
transition onto A Level Sciences or the Applied Science BTEC Level 3 qualification.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
An ideal course for students looking to study subjects at Russell Group universities.
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Separate Sciences
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Biology
Chemistry
Physics

GCSE

AQA

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students study topics that enable them to find out more about how they fit
into the world. How we live and breathe because of essential and highly
successful chemical reactions. Everything we use, everything we eat,
everything we need to survive belongs to science. Whether they are naturally
occurring or man-made, all substances have their origin in the Earth and its
atmosphere.

COURSE CONTENT
Biology
• Cell biology
• Organisation
• Infection and response
• Bioenergetics
• Homeostasis and response
• Inheritance, variation and
evolution
• Ecology

Chemistry
• Atomic structure and the
periodic table
• Bonding, structure, and the
properties of matter
• Quantitative chemistry
• Chemical changes
• Energy changes
• The rate and extent of
chemical change
• Organic chemistry
• Chemical analysis
• Chemistry of the atmosphere

• Using resources
Physics
• Energy
• Electricity
• Particle model of matter
• Atomic structure
• Forces
• Waves
• Magnetism and
electromagnetism
• Space physics (Physics
only)

ASSESSMENT
Each of the separate science GCSEs is assessed through two, one hour and forty-five minutes, 100 marks,
tiered written examinations, containing a variety of question styles. Each science is graded separately.
The examinations shall contain a mixture of question styles, including objective questions, short answer
questions and extended writing questions.

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM
Studying the Science GCSEs separately in this manner is a perfect way for students to continue their
scientific interests, making a smooth transition onto A Level Sciences or the Applied Science BTEC Level 3
qualification.

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM
An ideal course for students looking to study science subjects at Russell Group universities.
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Spanish
COURSE TITLE

GCSE / BTEC

AWARDING BODY

COURSE LEVEL

Spanish

GCSE

AQA

Level 2

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Through study a GCSE in a modern foreign language, students should
develop their ability and ambition to communicate with native speakers in
speech and writing. The study of a modern foreign language at GCSE should
also broaden students’ horizons and encourage them to step beyond familiar
cultural boundaries and develop new ways of seeing the world.

COURSE CONTENT
Theme 1: Identity and culture

Theme 2: Local, national,
international, and global areas
of interest

Theme 3: Current and future
study and employment

This course gives students the opportunity to develop their ability to:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

to communicate confidently and coherently with native speakers in speech and writing, conveying
what they want to say with increasing accuracy.
express and develop thoughts and ideas spontaneously and fluently.
listen to and understand clearly articulated, standard speech at near normal speed.
deepen their knowledge about how language works and enrich their vocabulary for them to increase
their independent use and understanding of extended language in a wide range of contexts.
acquire new knowledge, skills, and ways of thinking through the ability to understand and respond to
a rich range of authentic spoken and written material, adapted and abridged, as appropriate, including
literary texts.
develop awareness and understanding of the culture and identity of the countries and
communities where the language is spoken
be encouraged to make appropriate links to other areas of the curriculum to enable bilingual and
deeper learning, where the language may become a medium for constructing and applying
knowledge.
develop language learning skills both for immediate use and to prepare them for further language
study and use in school, higher education or in employment.
develop language strategies, including repair strategies.

ASSESSMENT
•
•
•
•

Paper 1: Listening: Written exam: 35 minutes (Foundation Tier), 45 minutes (Higher Tier).
Paper 2: Speaking: Non-exam assessment, 7-9 minutes (Foundation Tier) plus preparation time, 10-12
minutes (Higher Tier) plus preparation time
Paper 3: Reading: Written exam: 45 minutes (Foundation Tier), 1 hour 15 minutes (Higher Tier)
Paper 4: Writing: Written exam: 1 hour (Foundation Tier), 1 hour 15 minutes (Higher Tier)

PROGRESSION INTO 6TH FORM

PROGRESSION AFTER 6TH FORM

Grade 7 - 9 needed to access an A Level
language course.

An A Level in a language allows you to move on to a
degree course which may incorporate a language as
a joint degree or as a module. Speaking a second
language is a sound skill to acquire for the job market
in general and may well give you the competitive
edge at an interview.
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PROGRESS English and Maths
WHAT IS THIS COURSE ABOUT?
The Progress Programme is designed to offer additional support in curriculum time to
pupils who may struggle with some of the challenges that face them at school. This
option choice programme will offer an individualised course for pupils in smaller groups,
allowing them additional time and personalised assistance to also enable them to
access and improve their academic achievements in all subject areas.
The programme consists of additional literacy and numeracy classes taught by specialists, with support from
the Achievement Assistants. Both the literacy and numeracy lessons are designed to run alongside
mainstream English and Mathematics courses but provide alternative methods of teaching and additional
lessons to promote enjoyment and confidence in key skills.
The programme is based on the philosophy that all pupils are able to achieve with appropriate support and
provision. The option will be recommended to a small number of students who Arrow Vale feel would benefit
from an alternative and additional literacy and numeracy curriculum. Pupils who are recommended for the
Progress Programme will have the opportunity to have their needs met in a personalised, fun and relaxed
environment and gain vital skills and knowledge to aid their confidence and achievements for the whole
school environment.
The English and Maths qualifications are separate qualifications. Students will take this as one of their Option
choices and will study either towards the English certificates, Maths certificates, or both

WHAT WILL I LEARN?
Progress English:

Progress Mathematics:

The Progress English lessons will follow a
specially designed programme to run alongside
mainstream English lessons, with the opportunity
to gain a stand-alone Functional Skills English
qualification (Level 1 or 2). Key literacy and English
skills will be covered throughout the courses with
an emphasis on reading (Renaissance reading
programme), comprehension: identification and
retrieval skills, spelling, punctuation and grammar.
A variety of different fiction and non-fiction texts will
also be studied. This allows for literacy skill links
across other subjects and provides important
social and emotional skills. The lessons are
designed to cater for a variety of learning styles
and allow for a more practical approach to whole
school learning.

The Progress Mathematics lessons will also follow
a specially designed entry-level certificate
programme to run alongside mainstream
mathematics lessons. Key mathematical skills will
be covered throughout the course and delivered
through a variety of learning styles. The course will
focus on more practical aspects of mathematics
and teach pupils functional skills with a crosscurricular focus. Year 9 and 10, follow a more
creative curriculum, which teaches the skills - but
in an engaging way and then year 11 prepares
them for the level 3 part of the certificate. The
qualification sits alongside the GCSE and there is
100% crossover, so the Entry Level Certificate and
GCSE courses support one another.
Pupils will gain vital life-long numeracy skills
through active participation approaches, games
and group projects.

Continued…
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HOW WILL I BE ASSESSED?
The Progress Programme provides pupils with the opportunity to study for additional literacy and numeracy
qualifications e.g., Maths’s entry level certificates (Level 1, 2 or 3) / Functional Skills English (Level 1 or 2).
These qualifications will be taken in addition to GCSE English and Mathematics exams and will provide a
stepping-stone approach to success.
The aim of the programme is to enable access for all pupils to a fully rounded curriculum and allow pupils,
with additional support, to achieve their potential in all academic areas relative to their starting point.

WHAT WILL THIS COURSE ALLOW ME TO DO?
The course aims to:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Promote an enjoyment of learning.
Develop life-long literacy and numeracy skills.
Allow pupils to achieve their potential in all mainstream lessons.
Allow pupils additional time and support to meet their needs.
Improve social and emotional skills
Achieve additional, certified qualifications to assist College course entry
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Learning for Life
Our aim is to produce and deliver a high-quality learning for life curriculum to all students
that will have increasing impact and value to their journey of academic development
and personal growth here at RSA Academy Arrow Vale. The mechanism for the
delivery of our L4L curriculum lies with each member of staff, albeit in different roles
and through a variety of different means. All students have an entitlement to
outstanding teaching and learning combined with outstanding care, guidance, and
support. This is centred in the belief that every child does matter, and no child is left
behind or marginalised.
The learning For Life curriculum covers the following areas of delivery:
•
•
•

All assemblies
The learning for Life sessions during form tutor time
The Learning for Life curriculum across year 9, 10 and 11.

All of these areas are valuable teaching and learning opportunities and can offer a great deal to each and
every student’s personal growth and development.
The following units comprise the core of the Learning for Life programme across all three years:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Religious Education
Citizenship
PSHE
Careers Education
Relationships and Sex Education
Personal Finance
Drug Education
Mental Well-being
Online and media safety

Learning Outside the Classroom and
Student Study Support
At RSA Academy Arrow Vale we are committed to supporting our students to realise their
academic potential and develop their talents and interests. The student study support and
LOTC programme are designed to give students the best possible chance to be the best
they can be. Some of the programme is open to all and other opportunities are targeted
to support specific students or groups of students. We believe that encouraging our
students to participate in groups and clubs
outside the classroom supports achievement and provides
enjoyable learning experiences. The programme aims to strongly develop their Social, Moral, Cultural and
Spiritual self.
Throughout the year curriculum subjects will create provision for students to attend support sessions
designed to develop, enhance, and support students learning towards realising their academic potential.
These study support sessions will be based around smaller teaching groups to develop a personalised
learning and targeted curriculum. We have strong links with local businesses, communities, and universities
to develop the future aspirations of our students.
We believe strongly in developing the whole child and our LOTC and Student Study Support Programme
ensure this.
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Sixth Form
All students at Arrow Vale are on a five-year journey that takes
them from Year 9 through to Sixth Form. There is a clear
progression from all GCSE subjects into the Sixth Form to
allow Students to Study familiar subjects, but in greater depth.
There are also several subjects which could be chosen that
are not available before Sixth Form, Psychology for example.
But how much does it matter which GCSEs or BTECs you do in Years 10 and 11? For most careers
it doesn’t make much difference which subjects you do as long as you have at least 5 9-5 grades
including Maths and English. This is also the basic requirement for entry into the Sixth Form.
However, for some careers it is important that you get as many 9-7 grades as possible. For example,
to study Medicine at the University of Birmingham you would need at least seven 9-7 grades
including Maths, English and at least two Sciences.
Some courses have preferred subjects, for example most Law courses like you to have good
grades in History and English. For Midwifery or Nursing, universities like you to have either
Biology or Health and Social Care. Then there are some more unique requirements, if you want to
study some Sports courses, you will need a GCSE in a Modern Foreign Language!
Whatever you choose, you can be sure that the Sixth Form will
help you take your studies further and assist you in getting into
the career you want. If you are unsure of whether your options
fit in with the career you want or how they will affect future
choices, please do not hesitate to contact either Mr Linington
(Assistant Principal/6th Form) or Mr T James and Miss S
Williams (6th Form Year Team Leaders).
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Careers Education, Information,
Advice & Guidance
When it comes to careers education, information, advice and guidance, our aim is to ensure
that we deliver the very best careers education to all students from year 9 to 13.
Aside from the Careers Clinic run weekly on a Wednesday lunchtime in MFL1 there is also a
“Careers Help” widget on FROG that students can click on to seek career orientation. You
can access a myriad of websites to start navigating your young person’s future:
http://www.nextstep.direct.gov.uk enables you to look at the” Job profiles” section and it has
factual up to date information about careers.
http://www.opendoorsmedia.co.uk enables you to look at local careers information and has links to other
useful sites.
http://www.bestcourse4me.com gives help with “A” level, degree, and career choices.
http://www.careerpilot.org.uk gives help with choices at 14, 16 and beyond.
http://www.icould.com gives general careers advice and short careers film clips.
https://www.notgoingtouni.co.uk The Not Going to Uni team are here to help you find apprenticeships, college
courses or work experience to start building your future.
https://www.getmyfirstjob.co.uk gives information about a range of apprenticeships available in over 170
industries.
http://www.tomorrowsengineers.org.uk gives information on everything to do with engineering careers.
http://www.apprenticeships.org.uk
information.

gives access to the national apprenticeships database and general

http://www.ucas.com all university information and websites.
http://www.careersbox.co.uk gives short careers film clips.
http://www.russellgroup.ac.uk gives access to ’Informed Choices’ booklet which gives definitive information
on GCSE and A-level subject choices.
https://my.sacu-student.com/sacustudent/f?p=SACU_BROWSE:331:0 What A Levels do I choose and what
degree course can I study with my choice of A Levels?
https://resources.amazingapprenticeships.com/live-broadcasts/ Live Broadcasts about potential
apprenticeship opportunities
https://findapprenticeshiptraining.sfa.bis.gov.uk/ A brilliant search portal for all apprenticeships and you can
search for all providers on here, as some national ones will deliver in Worcestershire

IN HOUSE SOFTWARE
Students can log onto https://www.unifrog.com/ using a log on and password that they will be given.
Students can look into a range of jobs and roles bespoke to their personality, strengths and skills. From this
point, students can find out more about the job’s entry requirements, career progression and salary
expectations as well as recommended pathway.
External careers advice and guidance
The National Careers Service – for 13-18 year olds
On-line through https://nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk/Pages/Home.aspx
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Index Page
Art : GCSE Fine Art

2

Business : GCSE/BTEC Business / Enterprise

3-4

Drama : RSL Creative & Performing Arts – Vocational

5

Drama : WJEC Award in Performing Arts (Technical Award) – Vocational

6

English Language : GCSE English Language

7

English Literature : GCSE English Literature

8

Design and Technology : GCSE Design & Technology

9

Engineering : BTEC Technical Award in Engineering

10

Film Studies : GCSE Film Studies

11

Food and Nutrition: GCSE Food Preparation & Nutrition

12

French : GCSE French

13

Geography : GCSE Geography

14

Hair and Beauty : VTCT Technical Award in the study of Hair & Beauty – Vocational

15 - 16

Health and Social Care : BTEC Health & Social Care

17 - 18

History : GCSE History

19

IT : ICT Technical Award - Vocational

20

IT : OCR Creative Imedia

21

Mathematics : GCSE Mathematics

22

Music : RSL Certificate in Performance for Music practitioners – Vocational

23

Music : BTEC Award in Performing Arts (Technical Award) – Vocational

24

Photography : GCSE Photography

25

Physical Education : BTEC Sport

26

Religious Studies : GCSE Religious Studies

27

Combined Science : GCSE (x2) Double Science (Trilogy)

28

Separate Science : GCSE Biology, Chemistry, Physics

29

Spanish : GCSE Spanish

30

PROGRESS : English & Maths

31 – 32

Learning for Life / Learning Outside the Classroom and Student Study Support

33

Sixth Form

34

Careers, Education, Information, Advice & Guidance
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Key Stage 4

Arrow Vale
Matchborough Way
Redditch
Worcestershire
B98 0GF
01527 526800

www.arrowvaleacademy.co.uk

Arrow Vale, an academy operated by Central Region Schools
Trust, a charitable company limited by guarantee, registered in
England and Wales. Company number 08166526. Registered
Office: Arrow Vale, Matchborough Way, Redditch,
Worcestershire B98 0GF. For further information about the
school governance and policies please refer to our website.
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